
Unisex hot style embroidered logo hospital uniform,China supplier
high quality nursing scrubs

 

 

Item Unisex hot style embroidered logo hospital uniform,China supplier high
quality nursing scrubs

Materials Cotton polyester, TC and so on.(as customers’ request)

Size European size,American size,Asian size (from xs to 5xl) or customized
size

Minimum quantity 2000 sets

Samples The samples time is about a week,and if the samples are urgent,we can
push it

Feature High quality,comparable price,punctual delivery

Design Not only can we make according to customers’ samples,but also we can
help design it.

Package Each one in a poly bag or as customers’need
logo Offer making logo
color Depend on customers’ requirement
Brand name kinglong(can change for the band name)
Delivery time Within 25-45 days after deposit and samples confirmed
Payment terms T/T,  west union
Test order First time you can place small order to make a test of the quality

Manufacturer We are direct manufacturer,we can guarantee the quality,delivery time
and everything.

Trade terms FOB, CNF ,CIF
Payment method T/T,L/C,D/A
Delivery time 45-55days after receiving your payment in advance
Usage hospital,officinal shop 

Products images:



Other choice:



Product Description:
* customized logo 

* printed embroidery

* shirt sleeves

* v-neckline

* two normal cuffs

 

Our service:

 

 
 First:we wil discuss the detail information about the goods like the fabric material ,the weight of fabric,the
color ,the size ,the color ,the technics process, the samples the delivery time and the payment before we
place order with each other .

Then:we will sent you the samples within 10working days after receiving your payment.
Next:we put the good in producing ,we will give you the pace of the product by email in time when we



place the order.
Last:we will make sure the delivery time and shipping the goods in time ,of cause sent you the delivery
information in time.
 
FAQ:
 
1.Can we get your free samples?

 

Yes,our sample is free,but marked “Freight Collect”.After the first transaction conclude,we will reduce the
freight.
2.What's your normal lead time?
In 60days after receiving the deposit or B/L or L/C.
3.How do you control the quality of items?
(1)About 200 workers are over 10-15 years experience,strong accountability mechanisms.
(2) Over 20 years experience of our two designers,they are skillful at the newest software for pattern
making,efficient and precision.
(3)8 QC inspectors:controling the quantity from Cutting,Sewing,Packing,Ironing all the way
 
Contact:


